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Abstract: In the case of using content-based image retrieval algorithms is very important
that the image database let be classified in certain sense. One possible way of classification
is the face detection based classification.
In this paper a face detection algorithm is presesented which was used in color images, and
some classification methods and these usage for the classification of image database are
reviewed.
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1

Introduction

Color is a low-level cue for object detection that can be implemented in a
computationally fast and effective way for locating objects. It also offers
robustness against geometrical changes under a stable and uniform illumination
field. In some cases, it can clearly discriminate objects from a background.
Therefore, its popularity in machine vision applications is most understandable.
Unfortunately, color information is very sensitive to changes in illumination.
Therefore, several strategies have been developed to cope with such changes. One
strategy is to use only the chromaticity coordinates of a color space which
properly separate chromaticity from intenstiy. Altough this works quite well with
intensity-related light changes, it does not cancel out illumination chromaticity
variations. In order to eliminate light changes due to illumination chromaticity, a
mass of color constancy algorithms have been suggested, but so far they have not
produced reliable results for machine vision purposes, except in very limited
cases. Instead of correcting colors or canceling illumination changes, some other
work aims at developing approaches that can tolerate or can be adapted to
changes. Such methods are yielding promising results, as will be demonstrated in
this paper.
An earlier version of this paper was presented in [7].
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Color Cue and Facial Image Analysis

The properties of the face pose a very difficult problem for facial image analysis: a
face is a dynamic and nonrigid object that is difficult to handle. Its appearance
varies due to changes in pose, expressions, illuminations, and other factors, such
as age and makeup. As a consequence, most of the facial analysis tasks generally
involve heavy computations such as color or motion, in order to assist and
accelerate the analysis. These additional cues also offer an indication of the
reliability of the face analysis results: the more the cues appearance-based face
detection, an exhaustive scan (at different locations and scales) of the images is
conducted when searching the face [11]. However, when the color cue is
available, one can reduce the search regions by preprocessing the images and
selecting only the skin-like areas. Therefore, if is not surprising that the color of
skin has been commonly used to assist face detection.
Let us consider the general block diagram of face analysis shown in Fig. 1. The
color cue is involved at different stages. In the first stage, the color images are
acquired and pre-processed. The preprocessing may include gamma correction,
color space transformation, and so on. It is often preferable to get rid of the
dependencies on lighting intensity as much as possible. The perfect case would be
to also cancel-out the effect of the illuminant color (by defining a color
representation that is only a function of the surface reflectance), but so far, this has
not been achieved in machine vision. The human visual system is superior in this
sense, because human visual perception in which the color is perceived by the eye
depends quite significantly on surface reflectance, although the light reaching the
eye is a function of surface reflectance, illuminant color, and lighting intensity.

Figure 1
A general block diagram of face analysis that shows different phases of facial image analysis

Among the different stages shown in Fig. 1, the use of color in face detection is
probably the most obvious. It is generally used to select the skin-like color
regions. Then, simple refining procedures can be launched to discriminate the
faces from other skin-like regions, such as hands, wood, etc. Thus, much faster
face detectors are generally obtained when the color cue is considered.
Using the fact that some facial features, such as eyes, are darker than their
surrounding regions, holes should then appear in the face area when labeling the
skin pixels. Such an observation is commonly exploited when detecting facial
features in color images [2], [3], [11].
Does color information contribute to face recognition? The answer to this question
is not obvious, although some studies have suggested that color also plays a role in
face recognition, and this contribution becomes evident when the shape cues are
degraded [12].
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Skin Color Modeling

When starting to build a skin color model, three issues should be taken into
account: the first is the selection of the color spaces for modeling; the second is
the illumination conditions and camera calibration; the last is the selection of a
mathematical model. All these issues affect the effectiveness and optimality of the
use of a skin color cue.

3.1

Color Spaces for Skin

Skin color modeling has been applied to several color spaces. So far, none of the
color spaces has been shown to be clearly superior to the others, and it might well
be that the optimal color space depends on the data. Those color spaces that do not
separate intensity properly from chromaticity are not so different from RGBs.
Color spaces, that do separate intensity from chromaticity differ much more.
One popular choice for the color space is the NCC. This color space and CIE xy
have been shown to be more efficient for face detection than several other color
spaces and to produce more transferable skin color models between different
cameras [9].
NCC effectively cancels intensity information from chromaticity information. The
uniform intensity level changes in a pixel are effectively eliminated in
chromaticity coordinates, because they are calculated by dividing the descriptor
value of the channel by the sum of all descriptor values at the pixel:

r=

R
R+G+ B

(1)

g=

G
R+G+ B

(2)

b=

B
R+G+ B

(3)

In NCC, a color is uniquely defined by its intensity information and two
chromaticity coordinates, because r+g+b=1. Therefore, one can use only the two
chromaticity coordinates of NCC to scope with illumination intensity changes.
The intensity changes are typically common in videos and images, because the
skin areas can be located from deep shadows to bright lighting. This strategy is
commonly used in skin detection, because it is easy to do. Of course, some models
include intensity, but it is questionable if this information is useful, because the
amount of data needed to construct a reliable model with all possible intensity
levels is huge, and the third component increases the amount of computation.
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Skin Color Model and Illumination

The color appearance of skin depends on the illumination in two ways: by the
prevailing illumination and by the illumination used in white balancing. This
dependency is camera specific: the camera sensors and internal image
preprocessing of the camera affect the color production and thus the end results.
Therefore, creating a universal model is difficult.
Most of the research published so far concentrates on the situation in which the
images have canonical or near canonical color appearance. This is not bad
approach if the image data are acquired mostly under these kinds of conditions,
because the canonical skin colors overlap quite well. This kind of image data set
can include personal photos, which are most likely taken under ideal conditions.
However, this approach will only work on certain fixed cases.
If the illumination conditions are not fixed, the previous approaches are most
likely to fail. Of course, it would be possible to use suggested by Hsu et al. [3].
The basic idea is to correct the image for segmentation. The color correction is
based on finding pixels with high brightness value. They are assumed to belong to
a white object on the image, and they are used for calculating the correction
coefficient. An often used color normalization process can be found in [6].
Another approach was presented Cho et al. [1], who suggested an adaptive skin
color filter. The basic idea is to first roughly select the possible skin color range
and the fine-tune to find the face. The initial color range was determined from a
set of images, but no so assumptions about the color distribution, such as the
assumption that the facial skin color histogram is unimodal. It can also fail if the
face is not the dominant skin-colored object on the image.
To build a better model, one should determine the possible illumination variation,
white balancing of the camera, and camera settings and use this information to
create the model. This is the basic idea behind the skin locus-based approach [8]:
to understand the behavior under different conditions. When the behavior of skin
is known, it is possible to exclude particular nonskin tones – however, this is not
the case with simple constraint. The model can be constructed either by
simulations or by actually taking images under different conditions. One should
note that the skin loci of different cameras may not overlap very well.
The skin locus-based models generally consist of more color tones than the
canonical color models. This means that more nonskin objects will be considered
skin candidates by the locus model than by the canonical model. This is the price
one pays for the generality of the model. On the other hand, color is rarely enough
to determine whether the target is skin or not, and canonical models tolerate
illumination changes very poorly.
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Mathematical Models for Skin Color

The mathematical skin color modeling can be approached from two different
perspectives according to whether one can attach a probability for color tones or
not. The first approach assumes that skin is more likely to appear with certain
color tones or provide higher discrimination between backgrounds and skin. The
second one presumes that the probability of a certain color varies between images
or that skin colors have equal appearance probability.
The challenge of the probability-based approach is to be able to reliably find the
probability of color tones. This requires one to collect a representative data set of
images. So far, a statistical reliable color model for skin and nonskin Internet
images was presented in [4]. They calculated the histogram and Gaussian models
using over 1 billion labeled pixels. In addition to the statistical model, one has to
determine the threshold limit for separating skin from nonskin areas. It is difficult
to automatically find the threshold value, because the probability model found
may not be valid for all images.
The second approach uses a spatial constraint in the color space to define possible
skin areas. The shape of the constraint can be made up of simple thresholds like in
[1] or a more complex shaped function like in [3]. No thresholding is needed,
because there were no assumptions about the distribution of skin color in images.
This can sometimes be overgenerous: all pixels within the constraint are labeled as
skin.

4

Color Cue in Face Detection

As mentioned above, color is a useful cue for face detection, as it can greatly
reduce the search area by selecting only the skin-like regions. However, it is
obvious that the use of skin color only is not enough to distinguish between faces
and other objects with a skin-like appearance. Therefore, other procedures are
needed to verify whether the selected regions are faces or not. Depending on the
robustness of the skin model and changes in the illumination conditions, one can
notice two cases:
Case 1: The initial skin color detection step produces consistently reliable results.
The skin color model is valid for the illumination conditions, the camera, and its
settings. The skin color model can be designed either for stable, controlled
illumination or for variable illumination. In such cases, it is generally enough to
consider each connected resultant component from the skin detection as a face
candidate. Then, one can verify the "faceness" of the candidate by simple and fast
heuristics.
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Case 2: The inital skin color detection step produces unsatisfactory results or even
fails. In this case, the skin color model does not correspond to the prevailing
illumination, camera used, or settings of the camera. One may hope that the results
would indicate the locations of the faces, but their size estimation is too unreliable.
Therefore, a different method for face detection or a different skin color model
should be used when searching the faces in and around the detected skin regions.
In both cases, the use of color accelerates the detection process. In the following,
we review some methods based on color information for detecting faces.

4.1

Overview of Color-based Face Detection Methods

Most color-based face detectors start by determining the skin pixels that are then
grouped using connected component analysis. Then, for each connected
component, the best fit ellipse is computed using geometric moments, for
example. The skin components that verify some shape and size constraints are
selected as face candidates. Finally, features are searched for inside each face
candidate based on the observation that holes inside the face candidate are due to
these features being different from skin color.
Therefore, most of the color-based face detection methods mainly differ in the
selection of the color space and the design of the skin model. In this context many
methods for skin modeling in different color spaces have been proposed.
Among the works using color for face detection is Hsu et al.'s system that consists
of two major modules: face localization for finding face candidates and facial
feature detection for verifying detected face candidates [3]. For finding the face
candidates, the skin tone pixels are labeled using an elliptical skin model in the
YCbCr color space, after applying a lighting compensation technique. The
detected skin tone pixels are iteratively segmented using local color variance into
connected components that are then grouped into face candidates. Then, a facial
feature detection module constructs eye, mouth, and face boundary maps to verify
the face candidates. Good detection results have been reported on several test
images. However, no comparative study has been made.
A case study of the above-mentioned face detection algorithm can be found in [5].

5

Pattern Classification

Pattern classification [10] involves taking the features extracted from the image
and using them to automatically classify image objects. This is done by
developing classification algorithms that use the feature information. The distance
or similarity measures are used for comparing different objects and their feature
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vectors. In this section we will define pertinent terms, conceptually discuss the
most widely used current methods, and look in detail at some of the basid
algorithms.
The simplest algorithm for identifying a sample from the test set is called the
Nearest Neighbor method. The object of interest is compared to every sample in
the training set, using a distance measure, a similarity measure, or a combination
of measures. The “unknown” object is then identified as belonging to the same
class as the closest sample in training set. This is identicated by the smallest
number if using a distance measure, or the largest number if using a similarity
measure. This process is computationally intensive and not very robust.
The Nearest Neighbor method can be made more robust by selecting not just the
closest sample in the training set, but by consideration of a group of close feature
vectors. This is called the K-Nearest Neighbor method, where, for example, K=4.
The the unknown feature vector is assigned to the class that occurs most often in
the set of K-Neighbors. This is still very computationally intensive, since each
unknown sample has to be compared to every sample in the training set, and the
training set is wanted as large as possible to maximize vectors.
We can reduce this computational burden by using a method called Nearest
Centroid. Here, we find the centroids for each class from the samples in the
training set, and then we compare the unknown samples to the representative
centorids only. The centroids are calculated by finding the average value for each
vector component in the training set.
To identify an unknown sample, we need only compare it to these two
representative vectors, not the entire training set. The comparison is done using
any of the distance or similarity measures. With a distance measure, the distance
between the unknown sample vector and each class centroid is calculated and it is
classified as the one it is closest to the one with the smallest distance. With a
similarity measure, the similarity between the unknown sample vector and each
class centroid is calculated and it is classified as the one it is closest to the one
with the largest similarity.
The technique of comparing unknown vectors to classified vectors, and finding the
closest one, is also called template matching. In addition to applying this
technique to feature vectors, template matching can be applied the raw image data.
A template is devised, possibly via a training set, which is then compared to
subimages by using a distance or similarity measure. Typically, a threshold is set
on this measure to determine when we have found a match, that is, a successful
classification. This may be useful for applications where the size and orientation
of the objects is known, and the objects shapes are regular.
Bayesian theory provides a statistical approach to the development of a
classification algorithm. To apply Bayesian analysis we need a complete statistical
model of the features, and usually normalize the features so that their distribution
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is standard normal density. The Bayesian approach provides a classifier that has
an optimal classification rate. This means that the boundaries that separate the
classes provide a minimum average error for the samples in the training set. These
boundaries are called discriminant functions.
In practice, the feature space is typically larger than two-dimensional, and since
the three-dimensional form of a linear function is a plane, the n-dimensional form
of a linear function is called a hyperplane. In general, discriminant functions can
also be quadratic, or take an arbitrary shapes. Generally, the forms are limited to
those that can be defined analytically via equations, such as circles, ellipses,
parabolas, or hyperbolas. In n-dimensional vector spaces these decision
boundaries are called hyperquadrics.
Neural networks represent another category of techniques used for pattern
classification. Neural networks are meant to model the nervous system in
biological organisms, and are thus referred to as artificial neural networks.
Mathematical models have been developed for these biological systems, based on
a simple processing element called a neuron. These neurons function by outputting
a weighted sum of the inputs, and these weights are generated during the learning
or training phase. The element’s output function is called the activation function,
and the basic types are: (1) the identify function, the input equals to output, (2) a
threshold function where every input greater than the threshold value outputs a 1,
and less than the threshold outputs 0, (3) a sigmoid function, an S-shaped curve,
which is nonlinear and is used most often. Single layer networks are limited in
their capabilities and nonlinear functions are required to take advantage of the
power available in multilayer networks.
The neural network consists of the input layer, the output layer, and possibly
hidden layers. The main distinguishing characteristics of the neural network are:
(1) the architecture, which includes the number of inputs, outputs, and hidden
layers, and how they are all connected, (2) the activation function, which is
typically used for all processing elements in a layer, but this is not required, and
(3) the learning algorithm. Many learning algorithms have been developed, but
they all work by inputting the training vectors, calculating an error measure and
the adjusting the weights to improve the error. The training continues for a
specific number of iterations, specified by the user, or until a specified error
creiterion is reached. The achieve opimal results with neural networks it is
important that the feature vectors are preprocessed with a PCT to decorrelate the
input data. Neural networks have been used successfully in many applications, for
example in the recognition of hand written characters.
Conclusions
Color is a useful cue in facial image analysis. Its use for skin segmentation and
face detection is probably the most obvious, while its contribution to face
recognition is not very clear. The first important issues when planning the use of
color in facial image analysis are the selection of a color space and the design of a
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skin model. Several approaches were proposed for these purposes, but
unfortunately, there is no optimal choice. Choice depends on the requirement of
the application and also on the environment.
Once a skin model has been defined, the contribution of color to face detection,
not surprisingly, plays an important role in preprocessing the images and in
selecting the skin-like areas. Then, other refining stages can also be launched in
order to find faces among skin-like regions.
In relation to the contribution of color to face recognition, our conclusion is that it
makes sense for automatic face recognition, systems not to rely on color for
recognition because its contribution is not well established.
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